MLBC Jack attack invitation

Conditions of Play

7 January 2021

MIJAS JACK ATTACK OPEN INVITATIONAL 2021
at MIJAS LAWN BOWLS CLUB, (ENTRY FEE €24/team)

Conditions of Play will be in accordance with Crystal Mark World Bowls Rules
unless stipulated below. IAN PATTERSON/JOHN WILSON will be the controlling
body for this Mijas LBC Invitation. These conditions of play will be displayed/
available entrants at MLBC. This event will be operated in accordance with the
COVID 19 rules of MLBC, based on the Protocols of the FAB and Federacion
Andaluza De Bolos and Triples League Protocols. Temperature verification will be
performed on arrival at the club and we will require players to complete the
appropriate contact tracing document.
Arrive 10.00 for 10.30 start, 3 games to be completed by 16.00 hrs the same day.
1. TEAM/DRAW FORMAT Open Triples teams do not need to be from the club allocated
the agreed date. Each visiting team will play 3 of the 4 Mijas LBC teams present on the day.
Teams numbers will be drawn prior to the first game on that day and will establish rinks and
opposition.
2. MAT and JACK Leads will toss for the mat on the first set and the opposing team will
be given the mat for the start of the second set. The players will toss for the mat prior to the
start of the tie break, if needed. The jack will be set at one of the 3 pre-determined positions
and the mat will be set at any pre-determined location which provides at least 23m gap from
the selected jack position.
A burnt jack will be placed on the 2m T.
3. GAME FORMAT Individual games will be played over 2 sets of 5 ends with 3 bowls
for each of the 2 players active on the rink. Every member of the team must play a
minimum of 4 ends/game and the skip decides when the player exchanges occur and these
changes should be conducted with minimum delay. All 5 ends of each set should be played
to allow an incoming player to gain rink experience and provide a comparable shot
difference if this is needed to determine the days winning team. No player should play more
than 23 ends in a day unless they forfeit shots per 3.1.
Teams can decide the order of play of its team members.
2 points awarded for each set won and if necessary 1 point awarded for winning tie break.
3.1 Penalty for not playing 3rd Player Should a team fail or be unable to make the
substitution described in 3 above they will be deducted 3 shots and will give their
opposition 3 shots at the end of the second set.
If a tie break is then needed then the compliant team will be given the mat and the non
compliant team skip will only be permitted to play 2 bowls.
(If both teams in a game default under this rule then there will be no penalty applied)
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4. POWER PLAY Each team will have a Power-Play which can be employed on any end in
either of the first two sets and it must be DISPLAYED on the scoreboard before the delivery
of the first bowl on that end. Both teams may use the Power-Play on the same end.
The Power-Play will double any shots scored by that team on their own Power-Play.
5 VISITS TO THE HEAD The skip will only have one visit to the head per set and extra

visits when a Power-Play is in effect by either team. Plus 1 additional visit during a tie break
end should this be required. A skip may stay at the head if the opposition have the mat &
this will not count as a visit, but they must walk to the mat as soon as the bowl comes to rest
and should play their bowl within 30 seconds of leaving the head. Timing will only be
implemented if games over run the schedule.
6 TRIAL ENDS Only on the very first match of the day the starting pairs will play a trial end in
each direction. The rested player will be able to have a 2 practice ends on one of the vacant rinks
prior to being introduced after the start of any game.
7. QUALIFYING OR WINNING TEAM The winner/qualifier will be based on Points and

then in the event of a Points tie after completing the 3 games, shots difference over the first
two sets will be the deciding factor. If is still a tie it will be the result of the final match
played in points and then lastly by shot difference in that final game. A visiting team will
progress from each of the qualifying dates and the best overall performing MLBC team.
In the event that the day or matches have to be cut short the winning team will be established based
on the scores of previously completed games.
8. TEAM ATTIRE Players of individual teams should try to use the same colours above the waist
and white below the waist and footwear requirements per Federation rules. These do not need to be
club colours or white.
9 SUBSTITUTES Substitutes into the three person team will be permitted as long as that

player has not played for any other team on that day and they may play in any position.
10. COVID COMPLIANCE Should a team be disqualified from a game for breach of mask

and social distancing rules after receiving a formal warning from the Controlling body and
the opposition team will be awarded the 4 points and 5 shot difference.
Smoking, Vaping and the consumption of alcohol will not be allowed on the rink. Smoking
and Vaping will be restricted to a specified area as identified by MLBC and in accordance
with the current COVID 19 rules. Rink 6 will not be used other than for the 2 end practice
by an incoming player.
Drinks (including alcohol) and Food maybe consumed in all open areas subject to the
COVID 19 being complied with.
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SUMMARY
4 Mijas LBC teams and 4 Visiting teams of 3 players of any gender/qualifying day.
Play 3 games against teams from the other clubs as 2 sets of 5 ends plus tie break end.
Playing 3 bowl pairs with a player exchange during each game.
1off Power-Play/team/game (potential to double team shots on that end)
Every Game should be completed within 70 minutes including the tie break.
Based on the Bowls Premier League (BPL) Australia (See Youtube BPL Jack Attack).

RINK

Game 1. 10.30 to 12.00

Game 2 12.15 to 13.25

Game 3 13.50 to 15.10

1

MLBC 1 vs. Visitor 1

MLBC 2. Vs Visitor 3

MLBC 4 Vs. Visitor 2

3

MLBC 2. Vs. Visitor 2

MLBC 3. Vs Visitor 4

MLBC 1. Vs. Visitor 3

4

MLBC 4. Vs. Visitor 4

MLBC 1. Vs. Visitor 2

MLBC 3. Vs. Visitor 1

5

MLBC 3. Vs. Visitor 3

MLBC 4. Vs. Visitor 1

MLBC 2. Vs. Visitor 4

We will announce a summary of current standings before game 3 starts.
Visiting and MLBC teams will draw a team number on arrival to decide playing Schedule
and rink allocation for each game. Times shown are estimates and for guidance only.

Saturday

6th February 2021 Saydo x 4

Monday

8th February 2021 Lauro x 4

Wednesday 10th February 2021 Various Clubs x 4 triples
Top visiting team from each qualifying day and the best Mijas LBC team over the 3 days
will progress to the FINALS DAY where every qualifier will play every other team.

Friday.

12th February 2021 FINALS DAY for qualifiers

Please note this is as much a Social event as some welcome competitive bowling and
background music should be expected. We hope the non playing third team members and
the limited number of spectators provide positive encouragement for their own and the
opposition teams.

